How to draw a cartoon crab

1. Draw two circles for the crab eyes. Put them kind of close together.
2. Now draw a smaller circle inside each eye. If you want more expression draw an even smaller circle inside these circles.
3. Color in the medium circle leaving the smallest circle white.
4. Draw a circle that is a little bit squished. Make sure you don’t draw over the eyes.
5. Give the crab a silly smile with a curved line and two straight ones.
6. Draw two claws by making a “C” and a backward “C” on either side of the crab’s eyes.
7. Make a dot in the middle of the “C” then draw a slightly curved line from the dot to each end of the “C.”
8. Make two arms by drawing curved lines from the bottom of the claws to the middle of either side of the body.
9. Time for some legs. They are in two parts. The first part has three rounded rectangles on either side of the lower body.
10. The second part of the leg is very pointy. Draw a curved line down from the first leg part then another curved line back up to the first part again. Do all six legs starting at the front. Now you have a funny little cartoon crab.

Remember to draw lightly at first so you can erase later.

Hey! Do crabs eat fish?